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Abstract. Multimedia technologies are being adopted both in the professional and commercial world with great
enthusiasm. This has led to a significant interest in the research and development of multimedia databases. How-
ever, none of these efforts have really addressed the issues related to the benchmarking of multimedia databases.
We analyze the problem of benchmarking multimedia databases in this paper and suggest a methodology.
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1. Introduction

With the exponential growth of multimedia data comes the challenge of managing this
information in a controlled, organized and efficient manner. The database researchers have
set their sights on addressing the fresh challenges offered by the management of multimedia
data [14]. While there are well known metrics for benchmarking traditional databases
either in terms of performance of access methods & query optimization [2] or in terms
of transaction throughput power [1], there has been no similar attempt for multimedia
databases.

We define the problem in Section 2. Section 3 presents the benchmarking measures for
the different retrieval techniques used by a multimedia database system. Section 4 provides
a methodology for the overall benchmarking of a multimedia database system. Section 5
provides a brief summary and the future work. Some examples used in developing this
methodology are presented in the appendix.

2. Definition of the problem

Multimedia database engines can be complex systems. In this section we will first define
the types of retrieval mechanisms available to us and then go on to formulate the definition
of the problem of benchmarking multimedia database systems.

2.1. Retrieval as a function of data and query

Multimedia databases can contain attribute data, content data and structure data. Let us
discuss this using a multimedia document onpeople of different nations, as an example.
The name of a country, its population, area and GNP are examples of attribute data. The
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Figure 1. Relationship among data, query and types of retrieval.

types of terrain, the face images of peoples living in that country, the flag of the country
and the trademarks of companies in that country are examples of content data.

Content data are normally expressed in terms of features such as shape, color and texture.
Certain types of content data such as a video shot of the terrain may be represented using
spatio-temporal features. Structures are used to represent the relationship such as those
among the country, its states, their counties, their towns and villages. Structures are also
used to define navigation among objects or an object and the information about it.

Queries can be classified as well-formulated orprecise queriesand ill-formulated or
imprecise queries. Queries expressed in SQL and similar tools are examples of well for-
mulated queries. Queries that fall under this category are normally those addressing the
attribute data or those using the attribute data to get the content or structure data if such
associations exist.

Imprecise queries consist of two types. The first type of imprecise queries arise mostly
because of a user’s lack of focus and is prevalent in browsing applications using multimedia
data. The second type of imprecise queries arise due to either the user’s inability to express
the content data accurately or user’s preference to refer to content data using everyday
language. Subjective descriptors such as ‘beautiful’ and ‘thin’, which are both abstract and
relative abound in everyday language.

We suggest that the retrieval techniques practiced today can be related to the nature of
query and data. We present this in figure 1.

All the traditional retrieval techniques used foron-line transaction processing(OLTP)
applications based on their attribute data have collectively been calleddatabase retrieval
technology. This technology handles precise queries on precise data sets. Thus, in answer
to a query on the names of employees earning 10,500 dollars per month would be null (or
a zero set) if no such employee exists. The retrieval techniques used for handling structure
data of the first type, i.e., representing relationships such aspart-ofandis-a, fall under this
category.Information Retrieval(IR) techniques, on the other hand, have been addressing
collections of text document databases [8]. In such databases, the queries are very precise,
they are made up of words and the semantics of the words in a query is very clear. Documents
are also made of definitive words. However, the different roles played by the same word
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in different documents makes the collection of data in the document space less precise.
Link based retrieval techniques such ashypertextandhypermedia[11] have been used to
handle the imprecise queries of the first type defined above, to look for precise data. There
is as yet no “label” attached to the retrieval techniques that handle imprecise query of the
second kind on a collection of data that in itself is imprecise. The popular term in usage is
content-based retrieval.

However, content based retrieval will also include information retrieval. Content based
retrieval covers the right half of the table or the second column in total and not the bot-
tom right quadrant. We like to suggest the phraseapproximate retrieval(AR), to refer to
those retrieval techniques that belong to the bottom right quadrant. We will use the above
taxonomy in the following discussions on benchmarking multimedia databases.

2.2. Definition of benchmarking of multimedia databases

A multimedia database application could use any permutation and combination of the above
four classes of retrieval techniques and hence our statement at the beginning of Section 2
that multimedia database engines can be complex systems. Clearly, speed of response is
an important aspect of benchmarking any database system. This should be assiduously
pursued and studied with respect to different levels of scaling up of data collections.

A second component that has been often used as a measure is the expressive power
of a query language. Expressive power, in effect, determines the range of queries that
an application can use. This is primarily a metric for the query language and not for a
retrieval engine. Thus, even when retrieval engines are capable of handling any type of
query, a query language may inhibit certain types of queries due to limitations in either the
underlying model (such as relational algebra or calculus), or the syntax and semantics of the
query language. Hence, we will not consider the range of queries as a measure given that
there is now a trend towards using customized ‘application programming interfaces’ (API)
for queries as compared to using structured or other query languages. This assumption can
only affect the range of ad hoc queries and not API driven queries.

Multimedia database systems introduce a new concept called thequality of resultto a
query. This is due to the necessity of approximate retrieval for multimedia data. This is
especially important in the context of the queries on imprecise data collections and assumes
an even more important role when the queries are also imprecise. Quality was never an issue
in database engines developed for OLTP applications. They simply returned an answer that
satisfied the conditionals in the query or returned a null. Hence, the quality dimension was
completely ignored. Given the prevalence of imprecise nature of both data and queries
in multimedia databases, quality takes on a greater role than speed given that incorrect
response however fast it is, will be of little value.

Hence, the benchmark of a multimedia retrieval engine can be thought of as a quality of
service metric:

QOS= f (Speed, Quality of answer). (1)

In the rest of the paper, we will formulate a measure for QOS and suggest a methodology
to evaluate this metric.
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3. Benchmarkings for different retrieval methods

There are standard metrics for conventional retrieval methods. We will mention them here.
But we will certainly devote more discussion on metrics for links and approximate retrieval.

3.1. Benchmarking for database retrieval methods

There are examples ofDebitCredit[1] and other test standards. These emerged primarily
as measures of speed of response for scaled up collections and were typically measured in
terms of number of transactions per unit time. The results here will depend on optimization
of resources and tools such as buffer management and evaluation of join. The metric for
OLTP type of applicationsTDB is Transaction per Second, where transactions are generally
speaking, queries. InDebitCredit, it is quantified by measuring the elapsed time for two
standard batch transactions and throughput for an interactive transaction. A plot ofTDB vs.
database size will provide the performance of the database engine with respect to database
size. Although the database community has considered theutilization issue which counts
the overhead for generating a useful query result, there has been no benchmark for the
quality of retrieval.

3.2. Benchmarking of information retrieval methods

An Information Retrieval(IR) system returns a set of relevant objects (usually text doc-
uments) for any query. The objects not returned are considered irrelevant. Hence an IR
system can also be called as aBooleansystem since any object can either be relevant or
not relevant for a particular query. Assume that we have a databaseD havingn objects
(documents):

D = {oi | i = 1, 2, . . . ,n}

whereoi is a database object or a document. For a given queryq we have the following:

1. Ideal system response: This assumes that an ideal IR systemI exists. The response
of this ideal IR system is theideal or the desired response. The ideal response can be
considered to be two sets which can be considered as a partition on the databaseD
induced by queryq:

RI
q ={oj |(oj ∈ D) ∧ (oj is relevant)}

NI
q ={ok |(ok ∈ D) ∧ (ok is not relevant)}

such that

RI
q ∩ NI

q =φ
RI

q ∪ NI
q = D
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Note that the ideal response can be considered as theground truth. This can be a corpus
which is a collection of known objects with known ideal responses to some known
queries.

2. Test system response: This is the response actually provided by an IR systemE being
benchmarked. This system also partitionsD for the same queryq:

RE
q ={ou |(ou ∈ D) ∧ (ou is relevant according toE)}

NE
q ={ov |(ov ∈ D) ∧ (ov is not relevant according toE)}

such that

RE
q ∩ NE

q =φ
RE

q ∪ NE
q = D

GivenRI
q, NI

q , RE
q andNE

q , the IR community has the following two well known measures
for benchmarking:

• Recall: Therecall for queryq is defined as:∥∥RE
q ∩ RI

q

∥∥∥∥RI
q

∥∥
where‖ · ‖ indicates the cardinality of the set.
• Precision: Theprecisionfor queryq is defined as:∥∥RE

q ∩ RI
q

∥∥∥∥RE
q

∥∥
Relevance of retrieved documents with respect to a query measured in terms of precision

and recall have continued to be the commonly accepted metrics. There is, however, a
growing disillusionment among the IR community that these two measure somehow do not
tell the whole story but there is yet to emerge alternatives to these two measures. Speed
of retrievalTIR for IR has to be measured differently from that for database technology.
This is primarily because the application environment does not have the same volume of
transactions and the retrieval process is more interactive due to the imprecise nature of the
data collection.

TIR = No. of query terms

Response time
(2)

Quality of output from IR systems can be measured as follows.

QIR = WPR∗ precision+WRE ∗ recall (3)
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where,WPR is the weightage for precision andWRE is the weightage for recall. Then, the
overall quality of service can be defined as:

QOSIR = TIR ∗ QIR (4)

TREC, the annualText Retrieval Conferenceorganized by theNational Institute of Standards
and Technology(NIST) in the United States continues to be the key forum for benchmarking
both commercial and academic IR systems [3]. This conference aims to bring IR groups
together to discuss their work on a new large test collection. The participants of TREC
employ a variety of retrieval techniques, including methods using automatic thesaurii, so-
phisticated term weighting, natural language techniques, relevance feedback, and advanced
pattern matching. These methods are run through a common evaluation package in order
for the groups to compare the effectiveness of different techniques and to discuss how
differences between the systems affected performance.

Thus, the emphasis of this exercise is to benchmark the different IR methods on increas-
ingly large and common collections. It is important to note that these two metrics relate to
the quality of the answer to a query. Although TREC participants may record the time taken
to get a result, quality measures have assumed a more important role in this benchmarking
exercise.

TREC is now considering corpuses in languages other than English. A complementary
forum called theMessage Understanding Conference(MUC) is likely to produce results
that may impact information retrieval methods.

3.3. Benchmarking links

We have not come across any attempts to benchmark significant sized collections of hyper-
links. We list below the measures that could be used for retrieval methods for links.

3.3.1. Speed as a measure.The time,TLI , to fetch immediate (or next level) information
associated with a link is definitely an immediate measure to consider. This measure will be
affected by the quality of schemes such as buffer management and cluster management on
the disk.

In addition, the time taken to reach distant information,TLD, can also be a measure. This
measure will be affected by the design of the information structures. If there are too many
levels of nesting before reaching a desired information, then this measure will suffer. It will
also be poor when retrieval on structures is not complemented by other retrieval methods.
The speed of response,TL , is defined as:

TL = WLI ∗ NLI ∗ TLI +WLD ∗ NLD ∗ TLD

WLI ∗ NLI +WLD ∗ NLD
(5)

whereWLD is the relative importance of distant transactions,NLD is the number of distant
transactions,WLI is the relative importance of immediate transactions andNLI is the number
of immediate transactions.
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3.3.2. Quality as a measure.The ability to find a piece of information is one measure
of quality. This can be represented by the ratioQL , between the number of successful
retrievals of information to the total number of queries.

QL = No. of successful retrievals

Total No. of queries
(6)

No retrieval method employing links can afford to keep all possible links all the time.
Hence, it is desirable to generate links when they are not predefined. This is a difficult
task and is dependent on the extent of supporting information available to a link retrieval
method.

3.3.3. A wholistic measure for link based system.A total quality measure for link based
system can be defined to be,

QOSL = TL ∗ QL (7)

3.4. Benchmarks for approximate retrieval methods

Benchmarks for the approximate retrieval methods are the least understood or established.
Hence we will devote more discussion to this topic. The imprecise representation of data
will have to be converted into some objective measures represented in terms of numbers
or alphanumeric characters. This transformation may employ concepts such as fuzzy map-
ping, fuzzy set theory, classification using traditional clustering techniques and more recent
methods using neural nets, and classification trees.

3.4.1. Speed as a measure.AR methods will in general use data from more than one
dimension for retrieval. The features that identify a country from its flag may use color and
the spatial location of the different colors as the two features or dimensions for retrieval.
The difference between AR and other retrieval methods, more often, lies in the fact that
most features take on continuous values. For example, while there are only a finite number
of words in a corpus of text, the number of face images in a face database can be very large
and the shape feature like “moment invariants” (say for the nose, eyes, mouth and chin) can
assume continuous values. Speed of response will continue to be an important measure.
However, AR methods may need to be evaluated with greater emphasis on the quality of
the response rather than the speed. The speed,TAR, can be measured by:

TAR = No. of features in query

Response time
(8)

3.4.2. Quality as a measure.Quality of response has been a subject of discussion even
as early as 1968 [5]. The measures presented here will apply to the qualitative aspects of
an AR system. The ranked list of objects in response to a query (based on some features)
is referred to as theresponse set. The objects that are useful and relevant to the query are
calledrelevant objects.
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Figure 2. Some trademark image objects used in the example.

To illustrate the importance of quality of result for AR techniques, we will present an
example now. This example will also serve as a vehicle to present certain important aspects
of the quality of a retrieval result. Assume that we have a database of different trademark
shape images. A typical query to this system would be to obtain all images in the database
which aresimilar in shapeto a query trademark shape image. So it uses an AR technique
which utilizes shape similarity computation between two images. It answers any shape-
similarity query by computing the similarity between the query trademark shape image
and all the trademark shape images in the database and presents them in a ranked list in
the decreasing order of similarity to the query image. We also refer to an image (i.e., a
trademark shape) as an object. Objecti is represented asoi in the following discussion
and in general, it refers to a multimedia object. Assume that the query objectoq is a bird.
Let the four objectso1, o2, o3 ando4 (all of them are stylized versions of birds) be the
relevant objects in the database for the query objectoq. Let us also assume that for the four
relevant objects, thei th object is expected to appear ini th rank in a response set. So the
o1 is the most similar object to the query bird image, theo2 is the next-most similar object
followed byo3 and finallyo4 is the least similar relevant object. This also implies that all
other objects in the response sets constitute noise and are irrelevant. Figure 2 shows the
query objectoq, all the relevant objects (o1 througho4) and some of the irrelevant objects
(o5 througho9) in the database. We will use two response sets for our discussions below.
The use of two response sets will help illustrate the concepts discussed better than the use
of a single response set.

The following observations on relevant objects in ranked response sets obtained for the
same query from two different retrieval engines will be used to discuss the new performance
metrics (or measures).

• Observation 1: The same set of objects may appear in different orders in the two response
sets (Order).
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Example 1.

Response set 1: o1, o2, o3, o4, . . .

Response set 2: o2, o4, o3, o1, . . .

In this example, the first system correctly retrieves the four relevant objects in descending
order of similarity. The second system has retrieved the four relevant objects at the top
of the list but they have not been retrieved in a descending order of similarity. Hence the
quality of the second system is not good as that of the first system.
• Observation 2: The same set of objects while appearing in the same order may have

different ranks in the two response sets (Rank).

Example 2.

Response set 1: o1, o2, o3, o4, . . .

Response set 2: o7, o1, o2, o3, o4, . . .

In this example, the first system has performed ideal retrieval. The second system has
retrieved an irrelevant shape as the most similar shape and the next four objects are
the same as in the ideal response. Hence, even though the second system obtains the
correct order, the ranks of the individual objects are not correct. Hence the second system
response is of an inferior quality.
• Observation 3: The same set of objects while appearing in the same order may have

different spreads (Spread).

Example 3.

Response set 1: o1, o7, o2, o3, o4, . . .

Response set 2: o1, o2, o8, o9, o5, o3, o4, . . .

This example shows while the order can be preserved, the number of objects to be consid-
ered can vary for all relevant abjects to appear in the response. In this case, both systems
have retrieved the relevant objects in a correct order, but the second system response
has more irrelevant objects. Hence the spread of the ranked list which encompasses the
relevant objects is larger for the second system which is less desirable.
• Observation 4: The same set of objects while having the sameSpread may have different

displacements of individual objects in the two response sets (Displace).

Example 4.

Response set 1: o1, o7, o2, o6, o3, o4, . . .

Response set 2: o1, o7, o6, o2, o3, o4, . . .

Here, the number of objects appearing between the first relevant object and the last relevant
object on the ranked list is the same. However, the displacement (from the ideal position)
of the individual relevant objects are different. For the first systemo2 is displaced by one
position whileo3 ando4 are displaced by two positions. For the second caseo2, o3 and
o4 are displaced by two positions each. Hence the response of the second system is of a
lesser quality than that of the first system.
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Taking these observations in account, we will now classify all types of AR systems into
two categories. We will define the measures for a response set and then define the measures
for calibrating an AR system. The preliminary version of these ideas were first presented
in [7].

3.4.3. Types of AR systems.Depending on the type of the response set produced, we can
classify AR systems into two categories:

1. Continuous: A continuous AR system returns a ranked list of object as the response
to any query. Essentially, for any queryq, it computes a relevance measure (often a
similarity measurebased on content of multimedia objects) for all the objects in the
database and returns the set of objects in a ranked manner where the rank indicates the
relative relevance to the query. The first object in the ranked list is the most relevant
object for the query (mostsimilar object for similarity retrieval) and the last object in
the list is the least relevant object. More formally, assume that we have a databaseD
havingn objects:

D = {oi | i = 1, 2, . . . ,n}
whereoi is a multimedia object such as text, image, audio or video. For the continuous
AR system, we also have aRelevance FunctionS, which for a given queryq assigns
a relevance measuresq

i to every every objectoi in the database i.e., it is a function
S : D × Q → [0, 1] such thatS(oi ,q) is the relevance measure of objectoi for query
q. Q is the set of all queries. Note that [0, 1] is a closed subset of<, the set of real
numbers. Also note that:

S(oi ,q)= 0.0⇒ oi is totally irrelevant for queryq

S(oi ,q)= 1.0⇒ oi is totally relevant for queryq

For a given queryq we have the following:

(a) Ideal system response: This assumes that an ideal continuous AR systemI which
has the associated relevance functionS I exists. The ideal response to a queryq can
be considered to be arankedlist:

L I
q=

(
oI

1, o
I
2, o

I
3, . . . ,o

I
n

)
whereL I

q is a ranked list such that:

S I
(
oI

1,q
) ≥ S I

(
oI

2,q
) ≥ S I

(
oI

3,q
) · · · ≥ S I

(
oI

n,q
)

Therefore the first ranked elementoI
1 is the most relevant object in the database for

queryq and the last elementoI
n is the least relevant. The ranking is done using the

relevance functionS I . Note thatS I induces a partial order on the objects ofD.
Most often, this relevance function is a similarity measure based upon some feature
of the objects. It is clear that this is the “ideal” or the desired ranking of the objects
in the database.
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(b) Test system response:This is the response actually provided by an AR systemE,
with the associated relevance functionSE, being benchmarked. What this system
returns is also a ranked list:

L E
q =

(
oE

1 , o
E
2 , o

E
3 , . . . ,o

E
n

)
which is ranked in the descending order of relevance by the relevance functionSE.
Therefore,SE(oE

1 ,q) ≥ SE(oE
2 ,q) ≥ SE(oE

3 ,q) · · · ≥ SE(oE
n ,q).

Precision and recall are not adequate to capture the performance of an AR system since
they cannot account for theorder, rank, spreadand thedisplacementaspects of response
sets. We therefore need new measures for benchmarking AR systems performance. In
order to come up with new measures, we adopt the following two principles:

(a) Principle 1: If an object is displaced from its “ideal rank” for an AR system, then
the penalty is symmetric with respect to moving up or down the list. That is to say
that the penalty for displacement around the ideal position is the same whether the
displacement increases or decreases the rank.

(b) Principle 2: The penalty of an object displaced from its “ideal rank” is directly
proportional to its relevancy measure. This is intuitive because given equal dis-
placements, the displacement of an object with a higher relevancy measure is less
desirable than for an object with a lower relevancy measure. Also, this is reasonable
since the relevancy measure is thebasisfor the ranking.

Based on these two principles and the four observations noted in Section 3.4.2, we
propose the following two measures:

• Order: Theorderof a response set is defined as the size of the longest consecutive
subsequence of objects appearing in their ideal order (not the ideal rank). This
basically measures one aspect of the quality of the relevance function of the AR
system being benchmarked. For a database of sizen, the ideal order isn. This
measure captures theOrder aspect of response sets described in Section 3.4.2.
• Weighted displacement:For an objectoE

i , the displacementdq(oE
i ) for a queryq

is defined as:

dq
(
oE

i

)= ∣∣(Rank
(
oE

i

)
in L I

q

)− (Rank
(
oE

i

)
in L E

q

)∣∣
The displacement indicates the amount an object has moved from its ideal rank.
We define the performance measureweighted displacement, ωE

q , for a queryq by
weighting the displacement with the ideal relevance measure:

ωE
q =

n∑
i=1

S I
(
oE

i ,q
)
dq
(
oE

i

)
Note thatωE

q is 0 if the ideal response is returned by AR systemE. Also, this
measure incorporates the two principles described above. Moreover, it captures
theRank (throughS I ) andDisplace (throughdq(oE

i )) of Section 3.4.2. Note that
Spread is not relevant in case of an continuous AR system since the spread will be
n for all responses.
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2. Mixed: A mixed AR system has characteristics of both Boolean IR systems and con-
tinuous AR engines. The mixed AR system returns a response set consisting of two
subsets—a set of relevant objects and a set of irrelevant objects for any query. More-
over, for the set of relevant objects, it also returns a ranked list of objects based on the
relevance function for that query. Again, assume that we have a databaseD havingn
multimedia objects:

D = {oi | i = 1, 2, . . . ,n}.

Like in the case of the continuous AR system, we also have aRelevance FunctionS,
which for a given queryq assigns a relevance measuresq

i to every every objectoi in the
database. It is a functionS : D×Q→ [0, 1] such thatS(oi ,q) is the relevance measure
of objectoi for queryq. Again,Q is the set of all queries. For a given queryq we have
the following:

(a) Ideal system response: This assumes that an ideal AR systemI exists. The ideal
response can be considered to consist of two sets which is as a partition on the
database induced by queryq:

RI
q ={oj | (oj ∈ D) ∧ (oj is relevant)}

NI
q ={ok | (ok ∈ D) ∧ (ok is not relevant)}

such that

RI
q ∩ NI

q =φ
RI

q ∪ NI
q = D

In addition, the set of relevant objects,RI
q, has an associated ranked listL I

q:

L I
q=

(
oI

1, o
I
2, o

I
3, . . . ,o

I
x

)
for somex ≤ n,

such that:

S I
(
oI

1,q
) ≥ S I

(
oI

2,q
) ≥ S I

(
oI

3,q
) · · · ≥ S I

(
oI

x,q
)

This means that there arex relevant objects for the queryq ranked in a descending
order of relevance.

(b) Test system response: This is the response actually provided by a mixed AR system
E being benchmarked. What this system returns is a ranked list:

L E
q =

(
oE

1 , o
E
2 , o

E
3 , . . . ,o

E
n

)
which is ranked in the descending order of relevance by the relevance functionSE.
Therefore,SE(oE

1 ,q) ≥ SE(oE
2 ,q) ≥ SE(oE

3 ,q) · · · ≥ SE(oE
n ,q). Now, as far

as the relevant and non-relevant sets go, there are two scenarios for the mixed AR
system response:

i. Size thresholding: In this case, the relevant number of objects for queryq from
the response setL E

q is considered to bè. This means that the top̀objects of
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the ranked listL E
q are relevant for the query. Formally, the relevant set of objects

RE
q is:

RE
q =

{
oE

j

∣∣ (oE
j ∈ L E

q

) ∧ ( j ≤ `)} where` ≤ n

Note that it is reasonable to have` ≤ x because the ideal systemI returnsx
relevant objects, but this may not always be the case. The set of irrelevant objects
NE

q is defined as:

NE
q =

{
oE

k

∣∣(oE
k ∈ L E

q

) ∧ (oE
k 6∈ RE

q

)}
For the case of size thresholding, we propose three performance measures which
can be used:
• Order: The order of a response set is defined as the size of the longest

consecutive subsequence ofrelevant objects(according toI ) appearing in
their ideal order (but not necessarily possessing the ideal rank). This basically
measures one aspect of the quality of the relevance function of the AR system
being benchmarked. The ideal order is` if ` < x and isx if ` ≥ x. This
measure captures theOrder aspect of response sets described in Section 3.4.2.
• Rank: Therankof a response set is defined as the sum of the ranks (positions)

of the relevant objects appearing in the system response relevant set. If an
object appears in the ideal response setRI

q but does not appear in the system
relevant setRE

q , it is assumed to have a rank of`+ 1. The ideal rank will be
`(`+ 1)

2 if ` < x. If ` ≥ x, then the ideal rank isx(x+ 1)
2 .

• Fill ratio: Thefill ratio is defined to be the ratio of the number of actually
relevant objects appearing inRE

q to the number of objects inRE
q which is`.

Therefore,

Fill ratio=
{ ‖χ‖

`
if ` < x

‖χ‖
x if ` ≥ x

where
χ = {oj

∣∣ oj ∈
(
RI

q ∩ RE
q

)}
ii. Object thresholding: If the last relevant objectoI

x of L I
q appears at thēhth

position ofL E
q , then we thresholdL E

q by h̄. So the response set is thresholded
such that the last (ideally) relevant object appears in the set. In other words, the
relevant number of objects is̄h such that thelast objectoI

x of the ideal response
ranked listL I

q appears in thēhth position of systemE’s response. So, formally
the relevant set of objectsRE

q is:

RE
q =

{
oE

j

∣∣ (oE
j ∈ L E

q

) ∧ ( j ≤ h̄)
}

where
h̄=Rank of

(
oI

x ∈ L I
q

)
in L E

q

The set of irrelevant objectsNE
q is defined as:

NE
q =

{
oE

k

∣∣ (oE
k ∈ L E

q

) ∧ (
oE

k 6∈RE
q

)}
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For the case of object thresholding, we propose three performance measures
which can be used:

• Order: The order of a response set is defined as the size of the longest
consecutive subsequence of relevant objects appearing in their ideal order.
This again measures one aspect of the quality of the relevance function of the
AR system being benchmarked. The ideal order isx. This measure captures
theOrder aspect of response sets described in Section 3.4.2.
• Spread: Thespreadof a response set is the threshold at which all the objects

in RI
q appear inRE

q . In other words, the spread is exactly equal toh̄. This
measure captures theSpread aspect described in Section 3.4.2.
• Weighted displacement:For an objectoE

i , the displacementdq(oE
i ) for a

queryq is defined as:

dq
(
oE

i

) = ∣∣(Rank
(
oE

i

)
in L I

q

)− (Rank
(
oE

i

)
in L E

q

)∣∣
The displacement indicates the amount an object has moved from its ideal
rank. We define the performance measureweighted displacement, ωE

q , by
weighting the displacement with the ideal relevance measure:

ωE
q =

n∑
i=1

S I
(
oE

i ,q
)

dq
(
oE

i

)
Note thatωE

q is 0 if the ideal response is returned by RLIR engineE. This
measure incorporates the two principles described earlier. It also captures
theRank andDisplace of Section 3.4.2.

3.4.4. Quality measures for calibrating an AR system.Measures for calibrating an AR
system will assume the existence of an ideal AR system that produces the Expected Response
Set (ERS). ERS is the ideal answer to a query. Hence ERS will become the reference result
against which results from all other AR systems will be evaluated. Such evaluations can
then be used to calibrate the AR system under test. We can define relative measures which
show how well a systemE performs with respect to a particular measure against the ideal
systemI . We define the relative measures in the range [0, 1]. A relative measure closer
to unity indicates a better (more “ideal”) response and hence is of better quality. We have
defined the new measures in the last section. We will now show how to compute the relative
measure for each of the type of AR system:

1. Continuous AR system:

• Order: Since the ideal order for a database of sizen is equal ton (the largest
possible), the relative order for a queryq can be defined as:

Relative orderq = Order of engineE for queryq

n
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• Weighted displacement:Since the ideal weighted displacement is 0, the relative
weighted displacement for a queryq can be defined as:

Relative weighted displacementq =
ωE

q

Ä

where

Ä =
{

n2

2 if n is even
n2−1

2 if n is odd

for a database of sizen. Note that it can be proved thatÄ is the largest weighted
displacement possible assuming all objects have the highest weight of unity [10].

2. Size thresholded mixed AR system:

• Order: Since the ideal order for a database of sizen is equal tò , the relative order
for a queryq can be defined as:

Relative orderq =
{

order of E for queryq
`

if ` < x
order of E for queryq

x if ` ≥ x

• Rank: This can be computed as the ratio of the ideal rank to the engine rank:

Relative rank= Rank
(
RI

q

)
Rank

(
RE

q

)
• Fill ratio: Since the fill ratio of the ideal system is 1 and that of the system response

is less than or equal to 1, the relative fill ratio is equal to the fill ratio.

3. Object thresholded mixed AR system:

• Order: Since the ideal order for a database of sizen is equal tox, the relative order
can be defined as:

Relative orderq = Order ofE for queryq

x
• Spread: The relative spread is the ratio of the spread of the ideal response to that

of the system response:

Relative spreadq =
∥∥L I

q

∣∣
h̄

• weighted displacement:Since the ideal weighted displacement is 0, the relative
weighted displacement can be defined as:

Relative weighted displacementq =
ωE

q

Ä

where

Ä =
{

n2

2 if n is even
n2−1

2 if n is odd

for a database of sizen.
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3.4.5. Overall measure for AR method.The measures defined earlier can be combined to
derive an overall figure of merit by using a weighted combination of the individual measures.
The quality AR of an AR system can be computed as:

QAR =
∑
(Wi ∗ Mi )∑

Wi
for i = 1 . . . N (9)

whereMi is the appropriate relative measurei (e.g., for an object-thresholded mixed AR
system, it will be relative order, relative spread and relative weighted displacement),Wi is
the relative importance of the measurei andN is the total number of measures appropriate
for that AR system. Then the overall quality of service can be defined as:

QOSAR = TAR ∗ QAR (10)

3.5. Complete benchmark for multimedia databases

We have described the benchmarks for each of the different retrieval methods in Sections 3.1.
to 3.4. Different multimedia database applications may use one or more of the retrieval
methods in some permutation. The combination of retrieval methods may be used either
independently or in some interdependent manner. The independent combination will use
the different retrieval method to get the answers to different parts of a complex query. The
results are usually collated into different parts of the response to a query. The overall
benchmark for such an application will be,

QOSMMDB =
WQ ∗

∏
(Qi )

WT ∗max(Ti )
(11)

whereWT is the importance of time of response,WQ is the importance of quality,Qi is the
quality measure of thei th retrieval technique,Ti is the speed measure of thei th retrieval
technique. The simplest form of interdependent usage may be to use the results from
one retrieval method as the input to another retrieval method. In such a case, the overall
benchmark may be represented as follows.

QOSMMDB =
WQ ∗

∏
(Qi )

WT ∗
∑
(Ti )

(12)

The graph in figure 3 shows the desired region into which we would like to see the systems
fall.

4. A methodology for benchmarking of multimedia databases

The benchmarking of multimedia databases use the time and quality measures that were
discussed in Section 3 on what we call a multimedia database engine. Such an engine may
be just one of the four types of retrieval methods or some permutation and combination of
the four types.
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Figure 3. Desired region in quality-speed plane.

4.1. Scalability with respect to time

This is a fairly straightforward method. One can start with certain number of records in
the database and then scale up using multiples of same quantity. Then a plot of time (or
speed) of response versus the database size for the same query will give us a good idea of
scalability of the engine with respect to time.

4.2. Scalability with respect to quality

The measures for quality for each of the retrieval methods has been presented in Section 3.
We will discuss how these can be used for the different types of retrieval methods.

4.2.1. Database technology.Since quality has not been a factor for consideration in
database technologies used in OLTP applications, we do not suggest any methodology.

4.2.2. Information retrieval. TREC has been attempting to set up testing standards and
hence we will keep our discussion on this topic to a minimum. The following quality
related tests may be desirable in addition to what TREC has been carrying out. It would
be desirable to construct corpuses containing different roles of words capable of playing
multiple roles, and to set up the queries corresponding to each of these roles. The different
parts of speech will be the set of roles that words can assume.

The corpuses, roles and queries will be determined by the type of applications. For
example, applications using corpuses containing name databases would be interested only
in those words that play the role of noun phrase. Applications using corpuses containing
sports information would be interested in noun phrases and verbs.

The method for such testing can be designed using an iterative two step process. We will
first define the two step process.

The first step will be to choose a word that plays the most types of roles and to generate
documents and queries corresponding to each of these roles. This will give the different
IR algorithms and methodologies an opportunity to refine themselves against this test data.
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The second step would be to choose additional words that play the same set of roles and
corresponding documents and queries to test the IR methods against this “scaled up corpus.”

Later iterations of this two step process should increasingly bring in other words, docu-
ments and queries that correspond to other types of roles as dictated by the type of applica-
tion. The testing can be said to be completed when sufficient corpus and queries have been
generated and tested corresponding to all the common (and necessary) roles.

4.2.3. Links. Benchmarking the links for quality can be set up as a test set of information
to be retrieved against queries on links and then computing the quality measure mentioned
in Section 3.3.

4.2.4. Approximate retrieval methods.The benchmarking of quality of retrieval from AR
methods can be set up in two steps: evaluation of individual features, and overall testing.
Evaluation of approximate retrieval is application-type dependent. It must be done against
a given set of objects—thetest data set. The sample data set specifies a sequence of objects
which should be retrieved for every given sample. To define a test data set for approximate
retrieval, let us define the ideal retrieval. It must be clearly understood that for any AR
query, there is a “context” associated with it. This context can vary from person to person
and perhaps it can vary with time for the same person. The response to a query can then
vary depending on the context. So for AR, the ‘right answer’ to a query can vary depending
on the context. This makes the task of evaluating an AR system very difficult. Therefore, in
order to benchmark various AR systems, one needs to fix a context for every query and then
obtain a correspondingideal retrieval result. For any given sample, the ideal retrieval result
should exactly follow designer’s expectation of similarity—all similar data items must be
retrieved and be ordered from the most similar to the least similar. In order to perform a
fair evaluation, it is necessary to have a large set of queries, contexts and the associated
ideal retrieval results. These are in turn driven by the specific application area which the
AR system purports to address. Moreover, for ideal approximate retrieval, the test data set
should consist test data (and associated queries) for both individual features and the overall
retrieval. The system should be tuned using individual features and then tested for overall
retrieval. The test data should be used to evaluate the measures presented in Section 3.5. We
give a brief description of the use of this methodology for real applications in the appendix.

4.2.5. Combined retrieval techniques.The individual retrieval techniques should be first
tested to obtain their individual performance measures. The results can be used to tune
the different retrieval techniques. Once the individual retrieval techniques are tested, then
they will remain unaltered unless the range of values of the individual features change.
The next step is to change the weights for combining the results obtained from each of the
component retrieval techniques. The combined result is the overall benchmark and can be
used to modify the weights until the desired performance levels are obtained.

5. Future work

We have provided a taxonomy of retrieval methods in this paper and defined the measures
for benchmarking each of the methods and combinations of these methods. We have also
outlined a methodology for benchmarking multimedia database applications.
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Our further research is on refining the quantitative measures and defining the test en-
vironments for benchmarks. We would like to propose that some international body work
towards MREC (Multimedia Retrieval and Evaluation Conference) along the lines of TREC,
which would essentially try to establish benchmarking data and standards for multimedia
databases. A good starting point may be the MIRA effort being undertaken in the EC
which works on evaluation frameworks for interactive multimedia information retrieval
applications [4]. We strongly feel that the multimedia database community should have
standard test data sets, standard queries and theideal retrieval output for each of these
queries. Perhaps one database will not be enough, several would be needed for the dif-
ferent types/features of multimedia data and also for overall combined retrieval in various
applications. In the long run, standard data sets, queries and known ground truth will be
the only way to judge the accuracy and utility of different retrieval engines. Moreover,
common collections for each type of multimedia data type should be built up. Reporting
research results based on massive data sets should also be made mandatory. Fortunately
this is already happening in certain niche areas like the NIST standard databases for human
face images and handwriting images.
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Appendix: Applications

The benchmarking procedure defined in Section 4 using the measures defined in Section 3 are
being employed for testing applications built around multimedia database engines developed
at the Institute of Systems Science.

FACE application

The FACE application was reported in [12]. It used image features and text descriptions as
the two dimensions. The image features were defined both as crisp sets and fuzzy sets on six
facial features: chin, eyes, eyebrow, nose, mouth, and hair. A set of artificially composed fa-
cial images are created to form a test data set. In the test data set, there are faces with one, two,
or more different facial features. The test is conducted in two steps: Firstly, quality of re-
trieval is tested against individual facial features. For example, to test retrieval on eyes, a sub-
set of test image data set with different eyes are used. Samples for the test is arbitrarily chosen
from the set. Retrieval results are evaluated subjectively by several (10 in our test) people.

The second step is the overall test. It is conducted against all facial features. Figure 4
gives an example of a set of faces with change in one or more features. On the bottom-right
side, there is a “similarity retrieval” panel to control the weightage among facial features.
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Figure 4.

Here, all weightage are equally set to 10. The nine images on the left are retrieval result
with the first being the sample. Comparing with the sample, the differences of other eight
images are listed in the table, where “small” “medium” stand for “small difference” and
“medium difference”:

Eyes Eyebrow Nose Mouth Chin Hair

1 Same Same Same Small Same Same

2 Medium Same Same Small Same Same

3 Same Same Small Small Same Same

4 Medium Same Small Same Same Same

5 Same Medium Same Small Same Same

6 Same Medium Small Small Same Same

7 Medium Medium Same Same Same Same

8 Medium Medium Small Same Same Same

Such test sets were used for refining the image database engine used in the system. The
fuzzy retrieval engine also used similar tests except that the membership of a feature was
not limited to one set only. These engines are of theAR type. The text retrieval engine
used in the system was tested along the quality measures reported in Section 3.2. The text
retrieval engine uses theIR method. The iconic browsing uses thelink method.
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Figure 5.

Trademark application

The trademark application consisted of device mark (local and global shape measures)
retrieval, phonetic retrieval, word-in mark retrieval and retrieval by meaning. The retrieval
engines used in this application are reported in [13, 14]. While we have different engines
for using color as a feature [6], we have not yet integrated this into the present trademark
application. The device mark uses theAR method. The phonetics retrieval, word-in mark
retrieval and the retrieval by meaning are all based on theIR method.

To test the quality of retrieval for device mark shape, three levels of test data sets have
been created: mathematically created geometric patterns, actual device marks and their
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variations, complicated device marks. In the first class of test patterns, the variations can be
exactly controlled by the program used to create these patterns. For example, one series of
geometric patterns consists of a circle, an octagon, a hexagon, a pentagon, a square, and a
triangle. Figure 5 shows the test results using the second class of test patterns. The images
shown in the first row belong to one test series with the first as the sample for retrieval.
Neighboring images are more similar than distant ones. The second row shows retrieval
result. By comparing these two rows, different quality measures are computed.

We can see, from figure 5, that in the test data set displayed in the first row, the bird in
the third image is indeed more similar to the bird in the sample image (the first one) than
that in the fourth and fifth. This test data set is selected from the view point of perception
and by consideration of user requirements. The system uses shape similarity for retrieval.
The bird in the third test image has its wings open wider, so its shape is surely different
from the sample. The quantitative measures oforder andweighted displacementprovide
a tool for the fine tuning of the system. The third class of test data sets consists of actual
trademarks selected by trademark officers. This test data set is for the final test stage to
see if the system can bring out potentially conflicting trademarks from the databases with
respect to all possible aspects.
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